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For Augustine to have received an education of the sort described here already sets him in an elite 
company, for access to texts as well as teachers who knew the language and style of Latin authors was a 
social and economic privilege. He describes instruction in grammar and in rhetoric, or the art of public 
declamation, and during this initial phase at Thagaste, the primary textbook was the epic poem of Virgil’s 
Aeneid. Like Greek schoolboys who learned their language, religion and culture from Homer’s Iliad and 
Odyssey since at least the fifth century B.C., Augustine and his young colleagues in North Africa 
received initial training in Latin verse. At the time of his writing the Confessions, roughly 30 years had 
passed, and Augustine is sharply critical of both the content of his early instruction and the teachers who 
prescribed it to him. Although they were merely following a time-honored tradition, which involved by 
that time public recitation of Virgil in a transliterated prose form, Augustine regarded the school teachers 
of his childhood as much too concerned with superficial matters. Rather than teach the students about the 
moral life, teachers argued even with one another about issues of pronunciation, and this the bishop 
Augustine finds disgraceful. 
At times, Augustine speaks as though he were to blame as well, in that he merely sought the praise of his 
masters rather than a more honorable and internal desire to know. Distractions such as sports and the 
theatre, Augustine claims, prevented him from learning his lessons more accurately. Other evidence 
suggests Augustine was in fact very well organized and studious; yet a tension nonetheless remains that 
he will resolve only in subsequent books. 
Where did Augustine get the funding to support his study? First at Thagaste, and later at Madaura, 
generous donors provided contributions to pay his tuition and living expenses. Augustine’s father 
Patricius was eager to acquire such financial backing for his son, and one of his primary patrons was 
Romanianus, a wealthy (and educated) Roman nobleman who kept residence in North Africa. Nowhere 
does Augustine suggest that his supporters would be disappointed by his experiences, and we can assume 
what he describes was common practice among contemporary educators. 
Only later in life, at the age of a first year college student by today’s standards, would Augustine read a 
now lost work of Cicero, the Hortensius, that challenged him to a form of philosophical love for wisdom. 
Whereas the pathetic scenes of Dido weeping for Aeneas gave Augustine little cause for self-reflection, 
Cicero’s Hortensius confronted him with the possibility of a love for wisdom, for its own sake, apart from 
the approval of human masters or their traditions of educational methods. This prepared Augustine to 
learn to read the Bible, which would require that a reader of Augustine’s secular training learn a new 
spiritual “grammar” and the concomitant “logic” of the Cross, the mystery of the Incarnation. 
For this, Augustine expresses thanks to God for his previous exposure to the tools of reading, writing and 
speaking, because these enabled him to reason and to express himself to others in conversation and 
dialogue. It also, we might add, gave Augustine the preparatory means to begin to look for truth in a way 
that was not a function of his programmatic course of study in Latin (and Greek) grammar. 
